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Abstract
We argue that critical areas of memory research rely on problematic measurement practices and provide concrete suggestions 
to improve the situation. In particular, we highlight the prevalence of memory studies that use tasks (like the “old/new” task: 
“have you seen this item before? yes/no”) where quantifying performance is deeply dependent on counterfactual reasoning 
that depends on the (unknowable) distribution of underlying memory signals. As a result of this difficulty, different literatures 
in memory research (e.g., visual working memory, eyewitness identification, picture memory, etc.) have settled on a variety of 
fundamentally different metrics to get performance measures from such tasks (e.g., A′, corrected hit rate, percent correct, d′, 
diagnosticity ratios, K values, etc.), even though these metrics make different, contradictory assumptions about the distribution 
of latent memory signals, and even though all of their assumptions are frequently incorrect. We suggest that in order for the 
psychology and neuroscience of memory to become a more cumulative, theory-driven science, more attention must be given 
to measurement issues. We make a concrete suggestion: The default memory task for those simply interested in performance 
should change from old/new (“did you see this item’?”) to two-alternative forced-choice (“which of these two items did you 
see?”). In situations where old/new variants are preferred (e.g., eyewitness identification; theoretical investigations of the nature 
of memory signals), receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis should be performed rather than a binary old/new task.

Keywords Measurement · Best research practices in psychology · Theory · Computational modeling · Replication crisis · 
Recognition memory · Short-term memory · Visual working-memory · Receiver operating characteristics analysis · Signal 
detection theory

Motivation: Measuring memory is harder 
than you think

Imagine you wish to know which is better remembered: boats 
or cars. Or, you wish to know under which condition memory is 
better: while doing a simultaneous reading task, or while doing 
a simultaneous listening task. Or you wish to know who has a 
better memory: Tim or John. To ask these questions, you design 
an experiment. For example, you show both Tim and John 1,000 
objects. Then, after a delay, you show them each of the objects 
again, along with an equal number of objects they did not see. 
During this memory test, you ask them to say which objects they 
remember – which they think are “old” – and which they do not 
remember – which they think are “new.” How would data from 

such a task guide your inferences regarding whether Tim or John 
has the better memory?

This question turns out to be deceptively difficult to answer. 
In fact, as we highlight, an old/new recognition task, in which 
people are shown items one at a time and are asked to report 
only if they are old or new, cannot reliably tell us who has the 
better memory despite being among the world’s most popular 
memory paradigms. We point to an example where all main-
stream metrics in this and related tasks (e.g., percent correct; A′; 
diagnosticity ratio; K values; d′) would lead researchers to con-
clude that John has the better memory, even though the data are 
based on a generative process where Tim has the better memory. 
This error arises simply because we cannot directly observe 
and know the true, latent memory strengths of Tim and John; 
because of this all metrics based solely on old/new performance 
must implicitly but unavoidably make strong assumptions about 
the distribution of these latent memory signals and processes, 
which are frequently incorrect. This is true even of a seemingly 
theory-free measure like overall “percent correct.” The challenge 
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of measuring recognition memory “well” is not simply theo-
retical: Data from old/new tasks that can lead to incorrect 
inference1 are quite common (Glanzer et al., 1999; Ratcliff 
et al., 1992; Yonelinas & Parks, 2007); furthermore, real-life 
decisions are often made using old/new metrics like these, 
even when they subsequently turn out to be wrong when 
memory is studied with better, more principled measures 
(e.g., Wixted & Mickes, 2018).

The use of old/new metrics in recognition memory tasks 
has profound implications for both theory development and 
research-driven policy making (for related discussions of 
measurement issues, also see Eronen & Bringmann, 2021; 
Flake & Fried, 2020; Guest & Martin, 2021; Kellen et al., 
2021; Luce & Krumhansl, 1988; Meehl, 1967; Oberauer & 
Lewandowsky, 2019; Rotello et al., 2015; Regenwetter & 
Robinson, 2017; Scheel et al., 2021). This type of “recogni-
tion memory test” is one of the most popular ways to test 
memory and is the focus of this article. Because recognition 
memory tasks are so prevalent across research domains, we 
use “memory” and “recognition memory” interchangeably 
throughout most of the article. Recognition memory tasks 
are not the only way to measure memory, however, and we 
discuss alternative methods in the General discussion. In this 
paper, we first illustrate and elaborate on different measure-
ment approaches that a researcher might take to compare 
memory between people or across experimental conditions; 
we then explain why they are fundamentally flawed when 
estimated from these kinds of data (“did you see this item?”). 
Finally, we discuss ways to properly measure memory using 
such recognition memory paradigms, as well as how to test 
the critical assumptions underlying these measurements. We 
propose that forced-choice tasks (“which of these two items 
was previously seen?”) should be the default task in basic sci-
ence memory research that simply seeks to understand which 
of two conditions or which set of people have the strongest 
memories, rather than old/new studies (“was this item seen?”). 
In situations where researchers need to use an old/new task, 
we suggest that receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analy-
sis should always be used to measure recognition memory 
performance.

The need for counterfactual reasoning in measuring 
recognition memory

Imagine that in the above scenario, Tim correctly calls 
900 of the 1,000 objects he saw “old,” whereas John only 
correctly calls 800 of the 1,000 objects “old.” Would you 
conclude Tim has a better memory? You might be tempted 

to say “yes.” It turns out that memory researchers do in fact 
sometimes draw such conclusions, arguing for differences 
between people, stimuli, and conditions with data based 
almost solely on “hit rate” (how many old items alone were 
recognized; e.g., Buchanan & Adolphs, 2002; Henderson 
& Hollingworth, 2003; Isola et al., 2011; Rouhani et al., 
2020). However, only in very rare circumstances could this 
be a valid measure of memory. In general, we have abso-
lutely no way of knowing, from the hit rate alone, whether 
Tim or John has a better memory, whether boats or cars 
are better remembered, or whether there is a difference 
in memory across experimental manipulations. This is 
because we do not know whether there might be a differ-
ence in response bias between different people or different 
stimuli. For instance, maybe Tim says “old” if he has any 
inkling the picture is familiar; whereas John says “old” 
only when he’s very sure it is old. Similarly, if the hit rate 
for cars exceeded that for boats, it would not necessarily 
mean that cars are more memorable than boats. Maybe 
people have an expectation that they would have a stronger 
memory for boats they saw than for cars, and they require a 
greater sense of familiarity to call boats “old” than to call 
cars “old.” These examples underscore the critical role of 
response bias in old/new recognition memory tasks; when 
it comes to measuring memory, it is a pernicious nuisance 
variable. Before we can attempt to measure memory, it is 
necessary to somehow take into account (and neutralize) 
such differences in response bias across people and across 
stimuli. To do this, we need to consider the “false alarm” 
rate: how often people incorrectly call items they did not 
see “old.”

Taking into account false alarms means we now have two 
measures – hits and false alarms – when we wish to have only 
one measure, which tells us “how strong” the memory was. One 
way to deal with this is to report hit and false alarm rates sepa-
rately, not attempting to unify them into a single coherent meas-
ure of memory (e.g., Bainbridge et al., 2013; Bjork & Bjork, 
2003; Castella et al., 2020; Chan & McDermott, 2007; De Bri-
gard et al., 2017; Gardiner & Java, 1991; Jiménez et al., 2020; 
Khader et al., 2007; Otero et al., 2011; Smith & Hunt, 2020; 
Soro et al., 2020; Yin et al., 2019). In many cases, this effectively 
results in inferences being made based on hit rates only, whereas 
false alarms are treated as a nuisance variable or as a measure 
of a completely distinct process, rather than a variable that can 
provide insight into which people have or which conditions lead 
to the strongest memories. In short, since no unified measure of 
memory strength is calculated, analyzing hits and false alarms 
separately – without a model that connects them – can lead to 
erroneous conclusions about variations in recognition memory.

Most researchers realize they need to integrate hit and 
false alarm rates into a unified measure of memory perfor-
mance, and they attempt to do so. It turns out, however, 

1 For example, when receiver operating characteristics are asymmet-
ric, as they often are (e.g., Yonelinas & Parks, 2007), all the metrics 
are straightforwardly incorrect.
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that in their attempt to unify hit and false alarm rates from 
a binary2 old/new paradigm researchers tacitly, and perhaps 
unknowingly, make strong, theory-based assumptions that 
are almost always incorrect (sometimes wildly so). As can 
be seen from Table 1, which summarizes mainstream meas-
ures across several memory disciplines, different papers and 
different literatures tend to choose different metrics, which 
rest on very different assumptions about underlying memory 
processes and architecture. This divergence limits our ability 
to integrate and accumulate knowledge across literatures and 
can lead to contradictory interpretations of the same data.

At its core, the issue with these metrics, and with the binary 
old/new task in general, is that we are faced with answering 
a counterfactual: “if Tim and John had the same false alarm 
rates, what would their hit rates be?” (Fig. 1). It is obvious 
from this framing that we cannot answer this question defini-
tively from these data alone. That is, these data are consistent 
with either John or Tim having a better memory and to know 
who has the better memory we need to know how hit rates 
change as false alarms change. What may be less obvious is 
that this is the question that all of the most popular metrics (d′, 
A′, adjusted hit probability, etc.) are aiming to answer. Moreo-
ver, they all rest on different theories and, therefore, make 
different, and often contradictory “guesses” about the coun-
terfactual scenario of how hits would vary with false alarms 
– all of which are likely incorrect to different degrees. Despite 

Table 1  Summary of mainstream metrics in recognition memory research

1  From Cowan, 2001; see also Pashler, 1988
2  For example, Alvarez & Cavanagh, 2004; Alvarez & Cavanagh, 2008; Brady & Alvarez, 2015; Chunharas et al., 2019; Endress & Potter, 2014; 
Eriksson et al., 2015; Fukuda & Vogel, 2019; Fukuda et al., 2010; Fukuda, Woodman, & Vogel, 2015; Fukuda et al., 2016a; Hakim et al., 2019; 
Irwin, 2014; Pailian et al., 2020; Schurgin & Brady, 2019; Shipstead et al., 2014; Sligte et al., 2008; Unsworth et al., 2014; Unsworth et al., 
2015; Vogel & Machizawa, 2004; Woodman & Vogel, 2008
3  For example, Clark & Wells, 2008; Wells & Lindsay, 1980; Wells et al., 1998
4  Also known as the standard correction for guessing (Blackwell, 1953) or corrected hit probability.
5  For example, Bower & Holyoak, 1973; Bowman & Dagmar, 2020; Cortese et al., 2015; Gardiner et al., 1996; Geiselman & Bjork, 1980; He 
et al., 2020; Jacoby et al., 2005; Johnson et al., 2004; Johnson et al., 2002; Potter et al., 2002; Scotti et al., 2020; Swick & Knight, 1999; Tulving 
& Thomson, 1971
6  For example, Cappell et al., 2010; Fukuda et al., 2010a; Gao & Theeuwes, 2020; Harthsorne & Makovski, 2019; Luck & Vogel, 1997; Luria & 
Vogel, 2011; Maxcey-Richard & Hollingworth, 2013; Parra et al., 2014; Pessoa et al., 2002; Postle et al., 2003; Potter et al., 2002; Ricker et al., 
2020; Shoval et al., 2020; Sloutsky & Fisher, 2004; Tas et al., 2016; Wagner et al., 2007; Yan et al., 2017
7  Macmillan & Creelman, 2004
8  For example, Benjamin, & S.,, & Bjork, R. A., 2000; Brady et al., 2019; Brady et al., 2017; Chubala et al., 2020; Diana et al., 2004; Greene, 
Bahri,, & Soto, 2010; Jiang et al., 2016; Johnson et al., 2009; Lamont et al., 2005; Lee & Cho, 2019; Monti et al., 2015; Rajaram & Pereira-
Pasarin, 2007; Sahakyan et al., 2009; Schurgin & Brady, 2019; Toh et al., 2020
9  Pollack & Norman, 1964
10  For example, Aly & Turk-Browne, 2018; Fisher & Sloutsky, 2005; Hudon, Belleville, & Gauthier, 2009; Lind & Bowler, 2009; MacLin & 
MacLin, 2004; Poon & Fozard, 1980; Potter, Staub, Raud, & O’Connor, 2002; Reppa, Williams, Greville, & Saunders, 2020
11  See: Macmillan & Creelman, 1996; Pastore, Crawley, Berens & Skelly, 2003; Wixted, 2020

Measure Literature used in most often Assumptions

K
N(H - FA), where N is 

the number of items 
 shown1

Visual working  memory2 Memory is all-or-none, and we can therefore count how many items are remem-
bered or not remembered from the set of items shown

Diagnosticity ratio
H / FA

Eyewitness  identification3 No memory theory underlies this measure. Instead, it rewards hits and punishes 
false alarms, and is valid only if every false alarm is somehow accompanied by 
N hits.

Corrected hit rate4

H – FA
Long-term recognition  memory5 Memory is all-or-none and we can therefore “correct for guessing’ by subtracting 

false alarm rate (a measure of “guessing’)
Percent correct
mean(H & CR)

Broadly  used6 Despite seeming atheoretical, this metric’s validity also depends on memory being 
all-or-none

d′7
Φ(H) - Φ(FA)

Broadly  used8 Memory is continuous and distribution of memory signals for both old and new 
items follows equivalent normal distributions

A′9 Broadly  used10 Rests on theoretical assumptions about how memory signals vary that are largely 
untenable when made  explicit11

2 By “binary” we mean that participants are simply asked to indicate 
their memory on a 2-point scale of memory strength, “old” or “new,” 
rather than a multi-point scale that indicates the strength of their 
belief that the item is old.
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the fundamental limitations of these metrics, researchers may 
routinely pick a single metric without justifying their choice, 
or considering the difficult counterfactual scenario they are 
attempting to address by using such metrics.

As noted, the goal of this paper is to elucidate the issues 
with continuing these problematic measurement practices 
and to encourage the use of more appropriate paradigms 
and metrics. We also aim to demonstrate the value of 
incorporating previous advances in measurement into new 
work. The paper has three parts: First we explain what 
we mean by latent (and unobservable) memory strengths, 
and explain the strong theoretical assumptions the various 
metrics (d′, A′, K, etc.) make about latent memory strength. 
Next, we justify the critical importance of these measure-
ment concerns for both proper memory research and for 
real-life, applied scenarios where measuring memory is 
critical (i.e., eyewitness identification). Finally, we explain 
how to measure memory more accurately, using ROC anal-
ysis or (whenever possible) a forced-choice procedure, and 
in conclusion we provide general recommendations for 
researchers interested in understanding memory strength.

All measures of old/new performance 
make strong and likely false assumptions 
about latent memory strengths

Understanding the assumptions that these different meas-
ures (K, overall percent correct, corrected hit rate, d′, 
A′, etc.) rest on about how hits change as false alarms 
change, as well as how these measures can lead research-
ers astray, requires that we consider the full distribu-
tion of memory signals for both genuinely old (previ-
ously seen) and genuinely new (unseen) items. We must 
consider these distributions because, when we ask who 
has the better memory, we are asking who more reliably 
believes that old items are actually old and new items are 
actually new – which is fundamentally a question about 
the entire distribution of underlying memory strengths 
associated with old and new items. Yet, such information 
is fundamentally unknowable from binary old/new data.

To illustrate this, let’s go back to the case of Tim and 
John, with Tim having 900 hits but 500 false alarms, and 
John having 800 hits and only 150 false alarms. With these 
data alone, all of the measures summarized above agree 
with one another – they all indicate that John has a vastly 
superior memory (Fig. 2). Thus, all of these metrics would 
lead us to believe that in the counterfactual world where 
we force Tim and John to have the same false alarm rate as 
each other, John would have the higher hit rate.

Yet John does not have a better memory. In fact, 
these aggregate data were derived from hypothetical 

data where Tim has the unequivocally better memory 
(i.e., whenever their false alarm rates are matched, Tim 
always has the higher hit rate). The only reason Tim’s 
superior memory is obscured is because Tim and John 
have different response criteria—a different propensity 
to call items “old” versus “new.” This is particularly 
problematic because response bias is the variable that 
almost all of these measures are putatively designed to 
correct for!

Let’s see how this is possible. The simplest way to 
do this is to make a separate table for Tim and John. 
We can then break down their memories by how strong 
the latent memory signal is for both genuinely old items 
and genuinely new items. That is, how much evidence 
there is in favor of each object being “old”,3 after their 
memory system integrates all the information it is using 
to make such a decision. Take Tim’s memories, below. 
For genuinely old items, Tim has fairly strong memories, 
and most, but not all of the items he actually saw feel 
quite familiar to him, though some feel more familiar 
than others. By contrast, most of the genuinely new items 
feel unfamiliar to him, although they also vary in how 
unfamiliar they feel, such that a few new items may feel 
quite familiar (e.g., maybe a mug that is shown during 
the memory test was not in the study session, but hap-
pens to resemble Tim’s officemate’s actual coffee mug). 
The criterion Tim used to decide to call something “old” 
(a liberal response bias) is shown by the dark line; to the 
right of that are things he called “old” and to the left are 
things he called “new.”

As shown, Tim has a very strong sense that many of 
the genuinely old items were “old,” but a more middle-
of-the-road feeling about many of the genuinely new 
items. Based on his decision criterion, Tim took all of 
his fairly weak memory signals and higher, and called 
them “old,” which means he did so for 900 old objects, 
and 500 new objects. A consequence of Tim’s liberal 

3 For now, we will assume that memories do in fact vary in strength, 
that is, some items are remembered better than others, after integrating 
across all sources of information used to decide if the item is old or new.
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decision criterion is that he has both a lot of hits (green) 
and a lot of false alarms (red). Now let’s compare this to 
John’s memory decisions.

John has a more conservative response bias than Tim and 
only called fairly strong items “old,” resulting in him having 
called 800 genuinely old objects “old,” and only 150 genu-
inely new objects “old.” As we noted above, this proportion of 
“old” responses to old and new items led us to believe that his 
memory was better than Tim’s. Furthermore, all the metrics 
based solely on the old/new data told us this was so (Fig. 1). 
But was it really?

Let’s imagine we convinced Tim to be as conservative in 
his responding as John, such that Tim only said “old” when 
his memory signals were “fairly strong” (and higher), like 
John did.

Now, Tim would have 850 old items he correctly called 
“old” but only 100 new items he incorrectly called “old.” 
Thus, with the same response criterion, Tim would now have 
more hits and fewer false alarms than John, who had 800 
hits and 150 false alarms. So, despite the massive differ-
ence in false alarms and small difference in hits we observed 
when Tim used a more liberal response criterion, we now 
see that Tim actually had a better memory all along—he is 
now more accurate for both genuinely old and genuinely 
new items than John is. That is, Tim had more genuinely 
old items with strong signals, and more genuinely new items 
with weak signals than John did. Tim just chose a response 
criterion that was more liberal in identifying test items as 
“old” than John did. Importantly, all of the binary old/new 
metrics (A’, d’, etc., Fig. 2) agreed with one another that 
in the counterfactual world where we lowered Tim’s false 
alarm rate to more closely match John’s, Tim would have 
a lower hit rate than John, and they were all wrong! Ulti-
mately, Tim had a higher hit rate when we actually made 
this change.

The crux of the issue is that we had no way of knowing 
that this was true because we had no access to either Tim’s 
or John’s internal memory states; instead, we only had infor-
mation regarding which items each person decided to report 
as “old.” We were misled because, like in all old/new experi-
ments, we did not have access to the “full table” (i.e., the full 
latent distribution of memory strengths), where we could see 
what would happen if we changed the response criterion for 
each person to match their false alarm rates. Instead. we only 
had access to which items Tim and John thought were “old” 
with whichever criterion they themselves chose to use. The 
reader might wonder if we had to generate unusual (non-
representative) numbers for this example, but the data used 
for Tim and John here are abstracted from a real long-term 
memory task: that is, they are strongly reminiscent of real 
data from real recognition tasks.

This is why long-term memory old/new or and working 
memory “change detection” tasks that rely on standard met-
rics cannot, in a theory-free way, tell us either who has the 
better memory or which items were better remembered. We 

Fig. 1  Tim had 900 hits and 500 false alarms (90% hit rate and 50% 
false alarm rate) and John had 800 hits and only 150 false alarms 
(80% hit rate, 15% false alarm rate). But the question of who had the 
better memory is actually “who would have more hits if they each 
had the same number of false alarms”? The core difficulty of old/new 
tasks – and measuring memory in general – is this problem of coun-
terfactual reasoning. To know who had the better memory, we need 
to know who would have the better hit rate if they had the same false 
alarm rate, and many answers are possible and even plausible (full 
range of possibilities denoted by orange triangle). All of the metrics 
people use to combine hits and false alarms (A’, d’, adjusted hit prob-
ability, etc.) are different ways of answering this question, each com-
ing up with different answers to the question “If we somehow forced 
Tim to have fewer false alarms, to match John, would his hit rate end 
up higher or lower than John’s?” – and each ending up at different 
parts of the gradient of possible answers
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can only answer the counterfactual question of who would 
have a higher hit rate with a particular false alarm rate if we 
know the entire internal distribution of memory signals for 
both genuinely old and genuinely new items, and take that 
into account in our calculations – and we cannot know this 
from only a single set of old/new responses. Indeed, that 
internal distribution of memory signals is fundamentally 
unknowable (for related points, see Kellen et al., in press; 
Rich et al., 2021).

At their core, this is what each of those theory-based 
measurement models (d′, A′, K, etc.) does: they each make 
strong theoretical assumptions about the nature of the dis-
tribution of memory signals that exist for both previously 
seen and not seen items, allowing them to “guess” what 
would happen in the counterfactual world of equal false 
alarm rates between conditions, people or stimuli. For 
example, “high-threshold” theories that justify measures 
like corrected hit probability (hits minus false alarms) or 
“K” values assume that there is no such thing as a weak 
memory: all memories are 100% strong or 100% absent. 
In such theories, you can never sort-of-think the couch 
you saw was red but not be completely sure, or be uncer-
tain whether you ate a sandwich for lunch yesterday or 
not. According to standard threshold theories, you either 
remember something with 100% certainty or you do not 
remember at all, and any feeling of uncertainty in your 
memory is just noise that reflects nothing about your 
memory states. Such metrics thus assume that the latent 
distribution of memories has nothing in the middle col-
umns of Tim’s and John’s table: all memory signals are 
either maximally diagnostic or completely uninformative.

Even just calculating overall “percent correct,” which, 
as noted in Table 1, feels theory neutral, makes this same 
strong assumption, that is, percent correct is only coherent 
if memory is all-or-none in this way. If there is such a thing 
as gradations in memory strength, a measure like “percent 
correct” is an incoherent measure of latent memory. This is 
because as soon as we assume that people can vary in the 

strength of their memory signals (i.e., memory is not all-or-
none) we also assume that they must set a decision criterion 
for responding whether an item is old or not old. In such 
cases, threshold-based measures like percent correct would 
make incorrect assumptions about the critical counterfactual 
scenario of which would have a better hit rate if two condi-
tions had equal false alarm rates.

By contrast, calculations based on signal detection theory 
make the more well-validated assumption (Wixted, 2020) that 
items vary in memory strength (e.g., that you might sometimes 
feel like something you have not seen is somewhat familiar, 
and items you have seen might elicit either strong or weak 
memory signals). However, metrics based on signal detection 
almost always assume that memory strength for both genu-
inely old and genuinely new items are normally distributed. 
Furthermore, the most prevalent signal detection measure d′, 
makes the stronger and less plausible assumption that both 
the old and new items have the same variation in strength, and 
differ only in their mean. This means that d′ only provides a 
pure measure of memory strength independent of response 
criteria if all items are encoded exactly equally well, with no 
variation between items (Dougal & Rotello, 2007; for detailed 
discussions regarding how encoding variability and multiple 
continuous memory processes relate to parametric assump-
tions of signal detection models, see Jang et al., 2012; Wixted, 
2007; Wixted & Mickes, 2010). This strong assumption also 
automatically fails if memory strength is modulated in a quali-
tatively different way for targets vs. foils, for example if multi-
ple sources of evidence are integrated to arrive at “old” item’s 
strength but not “new” item’s strengths (as envisioned by some 
dual-process models of memory; e.g., Yonelinas, 2002).

Similarly strong and immutable assumptions about the 
nature of the latent memory strength distribution underlie all 
of the other measures, like A′ and diagnosticity ratio. Intuition 
notwithstanding, none of these assumptions are very tenable. 
Different situations almost certainly lead to different memory 
strength distributions, and it is unlikely they follow any clean 
rule most of the time. For instance, there is little evidence to 

Fig. 2  All common measures based solely on a single set of hits and false alarms (e.g., an old/new task) incorrectly believe John has a better 
memory than Tim
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suggest that memory processes exhibit absolute discreteness 
(with no true variation in memory strength, “precision” or gen-
uine variation in “confidence”), or that memory signals follow 
a perfect normal distribution with zero variability in how well 
items are encoded and only a single source of memory infor-
mation (e.g., item memory alone). Therefore, relying on these 
theoretical assumptions to extract information about a person’s 
entire distribution of memory signals – and thus about what 
would happen in a counterfactual scenario where we forced 
two people to have equal false alarm rates – from a single point 
(e.g., just a single set of hit rate and false alarm rates from an 
old/new task) is deeply problematic. As we explain in the next 
section, this issue is not simply problematic from a theoretical 
standpoint, and is not circumscribed to hypothetical examples, 
but has substantive real-world implications. To understand 
this more fully, it is useful to think first about how we would 
measure people’s full memory strength distributions, and how 
these old/new metrics relate to such measurements. The core 
principle behind this analysis is that if we wish to know who 
would have a higher hit rate at the same false alarm rate, we 
should use a measure that reveals or at least depends upon the 
entire “table” of memory strengths.

Assessing the full latent memory strength 
distribution: Idealized receiver operating 
characteristic (ROC) analysis

If you wanted to measure who had the better memory, based 
on the full underlying distribution of a subject’s memory 
strength, how would you do it? We will go in depth on how 
to do this empirically later (e.g., how to get such measure-
ments), and what assumptions are required by various meth-
ods of doing so. For now, let’s assume that we can somehow 
directly “read out” people’s memory strength, with no noise 
in the read-out process, and think about what we’d do with 
that data to determine who had the better memory.

ROC analysis is the technique that directly answers the 
question of who can more reliably distinguish targets from 
lures – i.e., who has a higher hit rate across the full range of 
false alarm rates. To conduct an ROC analysis, let’s again 
look at Tim’s latent memory strength value for genuinely 
old and genuinely new items, as shown below. There are six 
levels of memory strength in this example, ranging from 1 
(Extremely Weak) to 6 (Extremely Strong). 

To compute an ROC, we use these memory strength bins 
to measure how participants' performance would change 
for different response criteria and compute a series of 
hit and false alarm rates. For example, let’s pretend Tim 
responded “old” only when he reported he had very high 
memory strength and otherwise he said “new,” i.e., Tim 
calls items “old” if he has a latent memory strength of level 
6 (Extremely Strong), and otherwise calls them “new.”

The hit rate is the total number of hits (200) divided 
by the total number of genuinely old items (1,000), and 
the false alarm rate is the total number of false alarms 
(25) divided by the total number of genuinely new items 
(1,000). This gives us a “hit rate” of 200/1,000 = .20, 
and a “false alarm rate” of 25/1,000 = .025. Next, assume 
instead that Tim calls items “old” if they have a latent 
memory strength of level 5 (Very Strong) or more.

Now, there would be 500 + 200 = 700 hits and 25 + 25 
= 50 false alarms. This gives us a hit rate of 700/1,000 = 
.70 and a false alarm rate of 50/1,000 = .05.

We continue to cumulate the proportion of hits and false 
alarm rates in this way until we get to the last possible crite-
rion, where we call anything with latent memory strength of 
level 2 (Very Weak) or above “old.” This represents the sort 
of responses we’d get if Tim were incredibly liberal, since he 
called almost everything “old,” as shown below.

 
This gives us a hit rate of 950/1,000 = .95 and false alarm 
rate of 750/1,000 = .75. We can now plot these points and 
connect them to make a curve, plotting the hit rate against 
the false alarm rate for each of the five criterion values, and 
do the same for John as shown in Fig. 3.
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When we plot out performance in this way, which reflects 
the full distribution of each person’s memory signals, we 
can see that, in fact, Tim has a clearly better memory than 
John. There are multiple ways to quantitatively capture that 
fact, but in this case you can tell this just by looking. That is 
because for every possible false alarm rate (x-axis), Tim has 
a higher hit rate (y-axis) than John – Tim’s curve is further 
up and to the left, closer to perfect performance. This means 
that if we fixed the false alarm rate at any value, Tim would 
always correctly identify more old items as old than John. 
That is exactly how you determine whose memory is best.

ROC curves, then, insofar as we can solve the problem 
of how to empirically get access to people’s latent memory 
strength, address the core question of which conditions or 
participants or stimuli would have higher hit rates at the same 
false alarm rate. In other words, this approach provides a 
way of measuring memory performance without relying on 
relatively unconstrained, theory-based extrapolation, as is 
required if you collect only binary old/new data. ROC curves 
are in many ways just a quantitative change from a binary/old 
new task, of course, since here we observe 6 levels of memory 
strength (5 points on the ROC) as compared to two levels 
of strength in the binary task (a single point). However, this 

quantitative change makes a large difference in understanding 
the latent memory signals.

How does an ROC analysis compare to common metrics 
of memory?

Why were the measures that we used in the old/new task, 
such as d′, corrected hit probability or A′, so wrong about 
Tim and John? They were wrong because these measures 
rest on strong theoretical assumptions about the distribution 
of underlying memory signals, which is the very reason they 
can be used to extrapolate the full distribution of memory 
signals from a single point (Macmillan & Creelman, 1990). 
What this means is that when applying these measures, 
researchers take a single point on this ROC curve – just 
one pair of hits and false alarms, from a single old/new task 
– and infer what they think the full ROC would look like, in 
order to perform the counterfactual reasoning highlighted 
in Fig. 1. If the extrapolation of the distribution of latent 
memory strengths is incorrect, as it nearly always is when it 
is made with a single point, then so too will be the separation 
of memory performance from response criteria shifts. For 
example, Fig. 4 shows the actual ROCs from Tim and John 
and the implied ROCs based on the d′, the corrected hit-rate, 
and the A′ values we obtained from the old/new task.

Each of the ROC curves shows how Tim's and John's hits 
and false alarm rate should change across different response 
criteria, given the d′, K, or A′ values we calculated from the 
old/new task, if these metrics were correct in the inferences 
they make about the latent memory strength distributions. 
That is, every point along each curve has the exact same 
d′ or K or A′ value as Tim and John’s actual data, and so, 
in theory, should reflect the exact same memory strength 
distribution. However, as we see in this example, all of the 
assumptions these models make are quite wrong in the case 
of John and Tim. Thus, they all make incorrect predictions 
about how Tim and John’s performance would change for 
different levels of response bias. As a consequence, they all 
incorrectly lead us to believe that John had the better mem-
ory, when, as we saw, Tim has better memory than John – a 
higher hit rate for every possible false alarm rate.

In short, if the very particular assumptions of these meas-
ures turn out to be false, these measures confound response 
bias with performance, and do not in any way serve as a 
correction for “guessing’ or “response bias.” This makes it 
clear why it is so problematic that different papers, and dif-
ferent literatures, use different methods without clear justi-
fications: they cannot all be right about what the true latent 
memory distributions (and thus, true ROCs) look like. In 
fact, as explored in the next section, even though some are 
almost certainly more accurate than others (i.e., ROCs almost 
always look more like those postulated by d′ than by the diag-
nosticity ratio), it is unlikely any of them are “correct” in the 

Fig. 3  Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves for Tim and 
John. Rather than just a single hit or false alarm rate per person that 
we derive in an old/new paradigm (i.e., the circles, which show the 
binary old/new points we have been dealing with so far), if we collect 
a measure of latent memory strength, this allows us to plot an entire 
curve, capturing the entire distribution of memory strengths. From 
such a curve we can now directly read out who has the better memory 
(i.e., the higher hit rate at a given false alarm rate), at least given the 
interpolation of the curve (since the two participants never had the 
exact same false alarm rates). These data make clear that in fact Tim 
has a better memory than John, in direct contrast to all of the model-
based counterfactual predictions (d′, A′, adjusted hit probability, etc.), 
since Tim’s curve is reliably above John’s
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general case when they perform this counterfactual reasoning 
from a single set of hit and false alarm rates.

How important are these concerns?

Are such concerns solely theoretical, rather than practical? It 
is certainly possible that they have little practical relevance 
even if they are theoretically important. If ROC curves are 
always identical to those predicted by d′, for example, then 
researchers should simply use that metric rather than worry-
ing about measuring latent memory strengths. Furthermore, 
even if ROC curves do vary in shape, if all of the metrics 
always converge anyway in real-world applications, then it 
will not matter that they make different assumptions. Unfor-
tunately, neither of these is the case.

There are at least two pieces of evidence that there 
is a genuine crisis in research practice rather than these 
measurement practices being a solely theoretical con-
cern. First, think about how many papers use K values 
vs. d′ vs. A′ vs percent correct vs. hits minus false alarms, 
for example, the small subset of such papers cited in 
Table 1. These measurements make different assump-
tions about how response criterion shifts affect hits vs. 

false alarms, and thus about the counterfactual matching 
of false alarm rates, and they cannot all be right at the 
same time (Fig. 4). That means results that hold for “K” 
values may not hold in d′ or A′ or vice versa: they simply 
can’t hold if response criterion differs across conditions 
or people, since the models fundamentally disagree on 
how performance for people or conditions with different 
false alarm rates should be judged – and in real data, 
no two people or conditions will reliably have the exact 
same false alarm rate. This means many memory studies 
using old/new paradigms must confound response crite-
rion differences with memory performance differences 
to at least some degree.

In addition, it is empirically true that the way hit rates 
change when we change false alarm rates varies quite a bit 
across studies (see Fig. 5) – and insofar as there is such a 
thing as a “modal” shape for an ROC in memory research, 
it is one that matches none of these metrics since it is curvi-
linear but asymmetric (see Wixted, 2007; Yonelinas, 2002). 
Such asymmetric curves – like we showed with the example 
of Tim and John – can easily lead to important situations 
where more accurate measures of latent memory strength 
“flip” the conclusions from binary old/new measures. Once 
researchers in a particular field have started looking at 

Fig. 4  Left: The receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve from 
the real latent memory strengths reveals that Tim has a superior 
memory to John. Right: The inferred ROCs from d′; K/hits minus 
false alarms; A′; and the diagnosticity ratio, as fit solely from the 
original, binary old/new data, all result in incorrectly higher ROCs 
for John than Tim (percent correct gives the same implied ROC as K 

or hits minus false alarms). An inferred ROC means that every pair of 
hit rates and false alarm rates along the d′ curves would give the same 
d′ for Tim and John as from their actual old/new response data; every 
pair of hit rates and false alarm rates on the A′ curve would give the 
same A′; and likewise for the other measures
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ROCs, they have sometimes found existing measures got 
things exactly backwards (e.g., Wixted & Mickes, 2018). 
We detail these concerns in  the next section.

ROCs really do vary in shape quite a lot

Do ROC curves vary in shape, and/or mismatch the shapes 
assumed by the metrics, or is one metric (e.g., d′, A′, or correct 
hit probability) nearly always correct about the shape of ROCs? 
Unfortunately, estimates of ROCs do indeed vary quite a bit, 
ranging from approximately linear to extremely curvilinear, and 
nearly all have varying degrees of asymmetry around the y = 
1 - x (upper left to lower right) line. For example, Fig. 5 shows 
a sample of real ROC shapes from actual memory papers.

None of these ROC curves perfectly match any of the 
implicit assumptions made by d′, A′ or any of the other met-
rics (compare them to Fig. 4). While nearly all are at least 
somewhat curvilinear (reflecting that memory is not, in fact, 
all-or-none, but has gradations of strength), they do not all 
follow the same shape, with some much more curvilinear 
(e.g., purple) than others (e.g., light green). Thus, empiri-
cally it is true that given a single hit rate and false alarm rate, 
our inferences about memory are, at best, uncertain, insofar 
as ROC curves do not all follow the exact same shape.

Even more unfortunate for the metrics used in old/new 
tasks is that, insofar as there is a single canonical shape of 
an ROC, it is one that matches none of the old/new met-
rics. While the majority of curves are curvilinear, in line 
with d′ and signal detection theory more broadly, memory 
ROCs tend to be asymmetric. Most of the ROCs in Fig. 5, 
in fact, are at least somewhat asymmetric with respect to 
the y = 1 - x line. This is in contrast to nearly all of the 
metrics, which, except for the diagnosticity ratio, all assume 
symmetry along this axis. Though there are different views 
about how to parameterize such curvilinear and asymmetric 

curves (e.g., DeCarlo, 2010; Wixted, 2007; Yonelinas, 2002; 
Yonelinas et al., 1996), there is generally strong agreement, 
at least in studies of long-term memory, that empirical ROC 
curves are neither linear (as required for threshold models, 
like adjusted hit probability or percent correct), nor curvi-
linear and symmetric (as required by d′ and A′), and this is 
likely true of working memory in many circumstances as 
well (Robinson, Benjamin, & Irwin, 2020a; c.f. Williams 
et al., 2021). Instead, as in these examples, they are generally 
curvilinear and asymmetric with respect to the y = 1 - x line 
(being steeper on the left and shallower on the right). Such 
asymmetries are seen as practically inevitable in common 
theories of memory: Signal detection theory, even with just 
a single underlying memory representation as the basis of 
the signal, suggests that memory-based ROC curves should 
be to some extent asymmetric in this way, since such an 
asymmetry arises naturally if there is any variance in how 
well items are encoded, which there presumably is (e.g., 
Wixted, 2007; Jang et al., 2012; however, note that there 
is ongoing work examining how direct manipulations of 
encoding strength affect estimates of this kind of asymmetry, 
e.g., Spanton & Berry, 2020); and dual process models of 
memory strength, common in recognition memory, propose 
this necessarily arises whenever multiple sources of infor-
mation are contributing to memory responses, as in the case 
of recollection and familiarity (e.g., according to both the 
conceptions of Yonelinas, 2002, and Wixted, 2007; Wixted 
& Mickes, 2010).

Thus, while d′ may prove the most useful measure in 
many cases – given the likelihood that memories do vary 
in strength and that ROCs do tend to be curvilinear (e.g., 
given that if forced to pick a metric from Fig. 4, d′ most 
closely matches the ROCs in Fig. 5) – it is almost certainly 
“incorrect” as well. “Old’ items almost certainly vary more 
in strength, either because of variation in how well they are 

Fig. 5  Example group-averaged receiver operating characteristic 
(ROC) curves from working memory and long-term memory tasks, 
using confidence, base rates and reaction times. The ROCs are gen-
erally curvilinear, though to varying degrees (e.g., green  lines5 are 
more linear), and generally asymmetric with respect to the dashed 

(y=1-x) line, though not always (e.g., change detection  data3 are quite 
symmetric). 1Robinson et al. (2020a), Experiment 3 (both sessions); 
2Mickes et al. (2012), Experiment 1a and 2; 3Unpublished data from 
Williams et  al. (2022), available via Rahnev et  al. (2020) database; 
4Juola et al. (2019); 5Donkin et al. (2014), Experiment 2
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encoded or the contribution of more sources of memory 
information to their ultimate strength, creating asymmetries 
that are not properly accounted for by d′ but instead require 
something like an “unequal variance signal detection model’ 
(e.g., where the strength of items that were actually seen is 
more variable than the strength of items that were not seen), 
or another conceptualization of the asymmetric ROC curve 
(e.g., Yonelinas, 2002). Unequal variance signal detection 
models and alternative conceptions of asymmetrical distri-
butions cannot be fit from a single pair of hit and false alarm 
rates – they require the full ROC curve. This is because such 
models can lead to complicated scenarios where the relation-
ship between hit rates and false alarm rates can vary across 
levels of response bias (for instance, if Tim’s distribution 
of memory signals for old items is higher in variance than 
John’s, Tim could have a higher hit rate at low false alarm 
rates but a lower hit rate at high false alarm rates). Given 
these scenarios, it is imperative that researchers attempt to 
measure the full distribution of memory signals with as high 
resolution as possible.

Taken together, real-world data strongly suggest that 
these measurement issues are not merely theoretical: real 
ROC curves (1) vary in shape, and (2) insofar as they have a 
canonical shape, it does not match any of the shapes assumed 
by metrics that can be computed from old/new tasks. Over-
all, then, we suggest that all of these metrics incorrectly 
estimate discriminability in memory, and they do so by mak-
ing incorrect “counterfactual” predictions about how hit rate 
would change as false alarm rate changes.

This has major implications for memory research 
and for society

Are such measurement issues simply a concern for memory 
researchers, or do they have broader implications? Clearly, 
the fact that empirical ROCs differ from the theoretical 
ROCs that are implied by these measures does not mean 
that all model-based approximations will necessarily lead 
to the wrong answer. All computational modeling efforts 
require making simplifying assumptions (e.g., Fum et al., 
2007) and, in some contexts, these assumptions may lead 
researchers to the correct answer most of the time (as when 
fitting reasonable models, like the equal variance signal 
detection model to estimate d′ from full ROCs rather than a 
single point; see below). However, our claim is that making 
these simplifying assumptions while extrapolating from a 
single point is especially problematic, and leads to errors 
that have major implications for nearly all memory research 
and the application of this research to society. In the specific 
case of extrapolating from old/new performance to memory 
strength, findings have often been used to support wide-
spread policy changes that can have serious, life changing 
ramifications in the here and now, and measurement issues 

have proven critical to such issues (for related points, see 
Rotello et al., 2015).

A critical example comes from the domain of eyewit-
ness identification, which provides an extremely important 
and salient warning to other memory researchers. There is 
much interest in how eyewitness identification is influenced 
by contextual factors – such as the way in which faces in a 
lineup are presented – because this may affect an eyewit-
ness's ability to identify the perpetrator in a lineup, if the 
perpetrator is present. Thus, many variations on lineup 
presentation formats have been compared to see which 
results in the best performance, with one critical example 
being sequential vs. simultaneous presentation of the to-
be-judged faces. A lineup contains the face of one suspect 
(innocent or guilty) and five or more physically similar fill-
ers. In sequential lineups, the faces are presented one at a 
time, whereas in simultaneous lineups all faces are presented 
at once. A lineup is a kind of old/new recognition task in 
that the witness is asked to state whether the perpetrator is 
in the lineup (old) or not (new). It is more complicated than 
a standard single-item old/new task because more than one 
item is presented and, if the decision is “old,” the witness 
must additionally specify which face is that of the perpetra-
tor. Despite these differences, the considerations discussed 
above (e.g., witnesses can be liberal or conservative) still 
apply.

For decades, numerous studies purportedly showed that 
diagnostic accuracy improves when faces are presented 
sequentially rather than simultaneously (e.g., Lindsay & 
Wells, 1985; Steblay et al., 2011) – and this evidence had 
a major influence on policy, with many police departments 
changing their line-up procedures as a result (Police Execu-
tive Research Forum, 2013). However, these studies used 
the “diagnosticity ratio” to measure people's memory for 
perpetrators, based on the intuition that taking the ratio of 
hits and false alarms should “correct” for response bias. As 
can be seen, however, by comparing Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, the 
diagnosticity ratio is perhaps the worst choice for extrapolat-
ing how hit rates would change as false alarm rates change: 
its predictions about how hit rates will change are not just 
slightly wrong, but incredibly so (Rotello et  al., 2015). 
Thus, different combinations of hit and false alarm rates, 
even with the same underlying discriminability and same 
underlying latent memory strengths, yield wildly different 
values of the diagnosticity ratio, and differences in diagnos-
ticity ratios are virtually uninformative about which condi-
tions result in the best memory performance. In essence, 
diagnosticity ratios are largely measures of response bias, 
rather than memory strength. Unfortunately, this means that 
when memory researchers used proper measurement tech-
niques in eyewitness identification, reasonable metrics that 
consider the full distribution of latent strengths (by using 
ROC analysis) revealed that performance was, if anything, 
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superior for simultaneous, not sequential lineups (Mickes 
et al., 2012; Mickes & Wixted, in press). This not only sub-
verted mainstream literature on eyewitness identification (for 
a discussion, see Rotello et al., 2015), but also had major 
policy implications, showing that what scientists had been 
telling police departments for decades was due to a failure 
of proper measurement (National Research Council, 2014). 
More precisely, it reflected a failure to realize that old/new 
performance necessarily requires making a model-based 
counterfactual assumption about what hit rates would be as 
false alarm rates change.

These measurement issues also have large-scale implica-
tions for theories of memory. In visual working memory, 
“K values” – an all-or-none, threshold-based measure – are 
ubiquitous, because of the claim that they purportedly repre-
sent the “number of discrete items represented in memory” 
(which is an intuitive proposition; e.g., Alvarez & Cavanagh, 
2004; Brady & Alvarez, 2015; Cowan, 2001; Fukuda, Vogel, 
et al., 2010; Irwin, 2014; Pailian et al., 2020). K values are 
used, oddly enough, even by researchers who strongly argue 
that memory is not all-or-none for each item, but that items 
differ in “precision” (e.g., Awh et al., 2007), even though as 
we have seen, K only makes sense as a way to counterfactu-
ally predict hit rates for different false alarm rates if memo-
ries are all-or-none, not if they differ in strength. As you 
would expect, then, from the rich literature showing working 
memories do in fact vary in strength (i.e., in both “precision” 
and “confidence,” which covary – Rademaker et al., 2012; 
plausibly because both measure the same underlying mem-
ory strength – Williams et al., 2022), K values are not a good 
match to the actual shape of ROCs in most working memory 
situations, with working memory ROCs being generally 
curvilinear (Robinson, Benjamin, & Irwin, 2020; Robinson 
et al., 2022; Williams et al., 2021; also Fig. 5). Curvilinear 
ROCs are consistent with the fact that signal detection mod-
els are able to successfully account for data from a variety of 
visual working memory paradigms (Williams et al., 2022). 
Unfortunately, unless ROC curves in working memory are 
perfectly linear – and despite some claims from small sam-
ples (Rouder et al., 2008), the evidence strongly suggests 
they are not, even when using measures that do not depend 
on confidence ratings (e.g., Robinson et al., 2022; Williams 
et al., 2021) – this means that nearly all conclusions based 
on K values are suspect, as they do not properly discount 
response criteria differences, and thus measure a combina-
tion of response bias and memory strength.

The fact that K metrics rest on untenable assumptions is 
arguably more problematic in the visual working memory 
literature than in many other literatures because differences 
between measures like K and the (actual) curvilinear empiri-
cal ROCs are far more prominent when criteria are very con-
servative (i.e., when false alarm rates are very low) than in 

the middle of ROCs (see Fig. 4, and Williams et al., 2021). 
Data from recognition memory “change detection” tasks, 
which are frequently used to estimate K, seem to lead to 
extremely conservative responding in many situations. For 
example, reanalyzing data from 3,849 people completing a 
change detection task with 4 items (Balaban et al., 2019), 
shows that 73.4% had false alarm rates below 0.1. This is the 
exact area in ROC space where “K” values and empirically 
curvilinear ROCs most strongly diverge, and thus the area 
where K values are most likely to be picking up on differ-
ences in response bias rather than genuine differences in 
memory strength.

As explained by Williams et al. (2021), the area of research 
within visual working memory where such mismeasurement 
may have the most profound implications is individual dif-
ferences work. Much prior work suggests that individual dif-
ferences in K values from simple change detection tasks are 
large and reliable (Vogel & Awh, 2008), and have been found 
to correlate with fluid intelligence (e.g., Fukuda et al., 2010). 
This is surprising because such tasks, unlike many working 
memory tasks that engage broad executive components, are 
mostly seen as measures of simple storage capacity, which is 
usually not thought to be associated with intelligence in the 
same way as more executive control-based measures (Conway 
et al., 2002; Engle, 2002, 2018; Engle & Kane, 2004). How-
ever, since K does not well describe the shape of ROCs in this 
domain, these conclusions could indicate that it is mainly indi-
vidual differences in response bias that correlates with intel-
ligence, rather than (or in addition to) visual working memory 
“capacity” per se. In fact, it is known that response bias, and 
propensity to adapt this bias to a task, tends to vary across 
and be quite stable within individuals (Aminoff et al., 2012; 
Kantner & Lindsay, 2012; Miller & Kantner, 2020). Although 
it may not be that response bias explains all of the covari-
ance between working memory capacity and intelligence,4 it 
remains a viable possibility that many individual differences 
in simple storage visual working memory tasks, as measured 
by K, are in fact stable differences in response criteria between 
participants, potentially undermining measured relationships 
to intelligence and other critical conclusions about the nature 
of cognitive architecture.

Similar examples could be given in many other litera-
tures, beyond eyewitness memory and visual working mem-
ory. These are simply two examples to demonstrate that the 

4 For now, we will assume that memories do in fact vary in strength, 
that is, some items are remembered better than others, after integrat-
ing across all sources of information used to decide if the item is old 
or new (see Section 5). (Unsworth, et al., 2014; though we note that 
such covariance techniques can still confound variations in memory 
strength with response bias; for a discussion of alternative linking 
modeling approaches see Turner, et al., 2019).
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measurement issues we have raised have significant real-world 
impacts as well as significant impacts on theory development.

What do we do about this? How do we 
measure memory more accurately?

We hope it is clear that there is no way to understand mem-
ory performance from old/new tasks alone without strong 
and often inaccurate assumptions about latent memory dis-
tributions, and that we should all do something different if 
we wish to understand memory. But what if you already have 
binary old/new data? How should you analyze it?

At a minimum, if using old/new data, researchers should 
report the hits and false alarm rates clearly, and should 
report whether their results are robust across different meas-
ures. Of course, as demonstrated above, this may still be 
inadequate because measures such as d′, corrected hits rate, 
and A′ may agree with one another but still yield incorrect 
inferences about the true underlying memory signal distri-
butions when memory distributions are asymmetric, as they 
often are (see Figs. 4 and 5). Yet with only old/new data, we 
are stuck with simply using the best assumptions possible. 
As seen in Fig. 5, most ROCs are curvilinear, and signal 
detection theory is a strong default framework (see below). 
Thus, we generally believe that with old/new data alone the 
default metric should be d′ (see also Mickes et al., 2014). 
This should only be done when hits and false alarms cor-
respond directly, however: No measure of memory strength 
can be derived if hits and false alarms are not one-to-one 
(e.g., if there is one global false alarm rate and many sepa-
rate hit rates, as in many continuous recognition tasks, Brady 
et al., 2008; or tasks where there are different kinds of “new’ 
stimuli but only one kind of “old’ stimulus mixed together, 
Brady & Alvarez, 2015). We revisit the question of optimal 
theory-based measures in later.

However, our strongest recommendation is to not col-
lect such data (binary old/new or change detection) in the 
first place. If you have the freedom to choose your method 
for a new study, how should you properly test whether one 
stimulus class is better remembered than another, or if one 
person remembers information better than another? In gen-
eral, there are two ways: The first way is to try to assess the 
full distribution of memory signals for both previously seen 
and previously unseen items in the way you probe memory, 
rather than relying on assumptions about these distributions, 
using ROC analysis. The second (and easier) way is to have 
people choose between multiple potential answers (e.g., 
pick which of two items is the “old’ item; a.k.a., forced-
choice tasks, which we describe below). Contrary to many 
people’s intuition, forced-choice turns out to be signifi-
cantly more theory-neutral than old/new tasks, because it 
forces participants to make use of their full latent strength 

distribution for previously seen and previously unseen items 
across trials. In the limit of perfect measurement, these two 
techniques – ROC analysis and forced-choice – are equiva-
lent, in the sense that the area under the ROC curve is the 
same as forced-choice performance (Green, 2020; Green & 
Swets, 1966; 1988). However, they have different pros and 
cons in practice.

Note that in theory there are other possibilities than 
forced-choice and ROC for accurate measurement. For 
example, researchers could attempt to use adaptive pro-
cedures that equate false alarms across individuals or 
experimental conditions via instructional and/or feedback 
manipulations, which would eliminate the need for compar-
ing people with different false alarm rates. However, forced-
choice and ROC analysis are the most common techniques, 
and so we discuss these two possibilities in detail next.

Correct measurement: Forced‑choice

The simplest possibility for assessing memory with minimal 
theoretical baggage (and the one we have preferred in most 
of the first-author’s work; e.g., Brady et al., 2008; Brady 
et al., 2016) is using forced-choice tasks like 2-AFC. In a 
2-AFC task (or any multiple alternative choice, m-AFC task, 
in the general case), participants do not decide whether a 
single stimulus is old or new, but instead on each test trial 
must pick which of two items is the old one (where one old 
and one new item are always present). Such tasks provide 
more theory-neutral measures of memory because regardless 
of the shape of the ROC, or distribution of memory signals, 
order is always preserved: the better-remembered stimulus 
will always yield better memory performance.

To understand why forced-choice but not old/new pro-
vides an accurate index of memory, consider what would 
happen if we took Tim and John’s distribution of memory 
strengths, and gave them a forced-choice test instead of old/
new. On each trial, we take a random old item and a random 
new item and pair them, and they pick the item that evokes 
the stronger memory signal (Fig. 6). In this scenario, Tim 
gets 87.8% correct, and John only 78.9% correct.5 With no 
ROCs or model of memory signal strengths, we have finally 
recovered the true fact that Tim has a better memory than 
John! Intuitively, we can see that forced-choice captures the 
entire underlying memory strength distribution – whereas 
old/new does not – because in forced-choice, the old and 
new items on each trial are experimenter-controlled random 
samples from anywhere in the entire memory strength distri-
bution. Forced-choice thus provides an unbiased estimate of 
how many genuinely old items have higher memory strength 

5 To compute these, we simply simulated this exact process 10,000 
times given the memory strengths in Table 1.
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relative to genuinely new items. In contrast, in old/new, we 
only get a window into whether old or new items generate 
memory signals that are above or below a line (decision 
threshold) chosen by the participant, obscuring most of the 
information about the distribution of items’ strengths.

The relative accuracy of forced-choice holds true in terms 
of all the measures available to quantify forced-choice per-
formance. For instance, rather than using percent correct, 
we might use the equivalent of K, or corrected hit probabil-
ity, for 2-AFC: R=(2*PC -1) (e.g., Brady et al., 2008). This 
would suggest, in a world of all-or-none memories, that Tim 
“remembered” 75.5% of the items and John 57.8% (if mem-
ory were all-or-none). Similarly, d′ for 2-AFC is (Φ(hits) 
- Φ(false alarms))/√2 (e.g., Macmillan & Creelman, 2004; 
Makovski et al., 2010), which suggests, in a world of nor-
mally distributed, equally well encoded memories, that Tim 
(who had d′ of 1.65) had a stronger memory than John (who 
had a d′ 1.14), etc.

Naturally, there is still room for non-linearities when 
comparing different metrics of performance in forced choice 
tasks. For instance, corrected hit probability values com-
puted from 2-AFC performance will not be a linear function 
of d′ values computed from 2-AFC performance. Therefore, 

if researchers are interested in testing theory-specific hypoth-
eses regarding how much performance should change across 
different experimental conditions, their choice of theory 
will necessarily play a role. Importantly, however, these 
measures will always be strictly increasing functions of one 
another, meaning that if corrected hit probability is larger 
in condition A than B, d′ will also be larger in condition A 
than B. Thus, in 2-AFC tasks, researchers’ conclusions can-
not “flip” depending on which measure they use, unlike in 
old/new tasks. Thus, the choice of measurements and theory 
still matters if researchers choose to interpret these meas-
urements in a linear way – for instance, because there may 
be a non-cross-over interaction with one measure, but not 
another measure (Loftus, 1978; Wagenmakers et al., 2012). 
However, 2-AFC or other m-AFC tasks at least have the 
property that regardless of what measure is employed they 
should not confound response bias and memory accuracy 
and lead to qualitative differences in researchers’ conclu-
sions regarding ordinal differences in memory across people 
or experimental conditions.

People sometimes object to 2-AFC as a measure of mem-
ory based solely on a mistaken intuition that when faced 
with a choice of which of two boats you have seen, you are 

Fig. 6  Forced-choice visualized. Each square represents 25 items 
from Table 1. Because on each trial (right side), a random item from 
the previously seen and previously unseen item distributions are 
paired, forced-choice performance necessarily depends on the entire 

distribution of both, unlike old/new performance. It thus provides a 
theory-neutral measure of the proportion of previously seen items 
that have stronger memories than the previously unseen items, pro-
viding an accurate index of memory
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not really measuring memory, because rather than remem-
bering one of the boats, people might instead be very sure 
that they did not see the other boat. Under this account, 
your ability to reject the new lure rather than remember 
the old item may “inflate” your performance. Ideas such as 
these have been cited in papers attempting to argue against 
2-AFC (e.g., Cunningham et al., 2015). But this objection 
does not hold up to scrutiny: As we have repeatedly seen in 
this manuscript, even in old/new tasks, we must consider 
both hits and false alarms to measure memory. Therefore, 
the exact same issue arises in old/new tasks. That is, people 
might have a “high” ROC not because they remembered 
more boats, but because they were just very, very sure they 
had not seen the new boats! In fact, such decision rules have 
been identified in both the long-term (e.g., Rotello et al., 
2000) and visual working memory literatures (Cowan et al., 
2013). In many ways, such concerns get to the heart of why 
measuring memory can be so counterintuitively complex: 
we cannot ever measure memory for things we have seen, at 
least not in the intuitive way. We can only measure the dif-
ference between memory for items that were seen and items 
that were not seen.

In fact, because 2-AFC makes the comparison explicit, 
it may guide our thinking and result in more interpretable 
data. This holds because in 2-AFC, more attention is drawn 
to explicitly thinking through how the unseen items (lures) 
compare to the seen items (targets) they are paired with, and 
how best to match such comparisons to ensure fair com-
parisons across conditions (e.g., when comparing different 
stimuli, it is critical that the foils be somehow matched for 
difficulty or similarity between stimuli, Brady & Stoermer, 
2020). By contrast, in old/new tasks, subjects can employ 
a wide range of strategies to inform their decisions about 
whether the presented item is old or new, and such strategies 

can impact performance in old/new tasks in complex ways 
(e.g., Robinson, Wixted, & Brady, VSS 2020), which 
researchers might not anticipate.

Notably, variants of forced-choice, in particular “con-
tinuous report’ (see Fig. 7), are extremely popular in visual 
working memory research. In such tasks, an item from a 
continuous feature space (e.g., a color wheel) is shown, and 
then at test, participants must choose what color it was from 
the entire feature space. In many ways, these tasks share the 
same benefits as 2-AFC for performance, with no direct need 
for ROCs, since they can be conceived of as effectively 360-
AFC tasks. Unlike a normal 2-AFC task where one item is 
seen and the other, the foil, is unseen, however, continuous 
report includes “foils” that are extremely similar, and even 
perceptually confusable with, the “old” item. This has led to 
many complex models taking into account not just percent 
correct in choosing the exactly right color, but also the dis-
tribution of responses to different foils (e.g., errors to nearby, 
similar items being treated as “precision errors” vs. errors to 
far-apart, dissimilar items being treated as “guess” errors; 
Zhang & Luck, 2008). For example, mixture models (e.g., 
Bays et al., 2009; Zhang & Luck, 2008), variable precision 
models (e.g., van den Berg et al., 2012) and neurally inspired 
models (e.g., population coding; Taylor & Bays, 2020) of 
visual working memory all attempt to characterize what the 
distribution of people’s responses to foil items reflects about 
visual working memory processes. Recent work by Williams 
et al. (2022) has suggested, however, that such tasks – when 
reconceived as 360-AFC tasks – are ultimately the same as 
2-AFC, with response distributions simply appearing com-
plicated because some of the foils are quite similar to the 
target and some are not. Schurgin et al. showed that once the 
perceptual confusability of the stimuli and their similarity 
to the remembered item are taken into account, continuous 

Fig. 7  Sample continuous report tasks. In continuous report (i.e., the 
method of adjustment; continuous reproduction), participants must 
select which color (or shape, or orientation, …) was present in the 
probed location. This is effectively an m-AFC task in that participants 

are given many options, one old and many new, and asked to identify 
which is the old one, but is often analyzed in more complex ways (for 
a discussion, see Williams et al., 2022)
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color report and 2-AFC appear to estimate the same, single 
underlying measure of memory strength.

Although most would probably agree that the problem of 
response bias is less pronounced in forced-choice tasks com-
pared to old/new tasks, in practice, even a forced-choice test 
does not necessarily live up to its potential. For example, in a 
2-AFC recognition memory task for words, Jou et al. (2016) 
found that participants tended to show a left-side bias, some-
times effectively making an old/new decision for the word on 
the left (ignoring the word on the right altogether). Likewise, 
Starns et al. (2017) used eye-tracking to monitor people’s 
attention to tested items presented in 2-AFC tasks, and found 
that sometimes participants respond without even looking at 
all of the alternatives. Thus, even 2-AFC can be affected by 
response biases that, when present, reduce accuracy below 
what it otherwise would be. This does not appear to gener-
ally be a major issue given that other studies using 2-AFC 
have reported negligible response biases (Kroll et al., 2002; 
Smith & Duncan, 2004; Westerberg & Marsolek, 2003). 
Still, we agree with Jou et al. (2016) that it makes sense 
to take steps to avoid possible response biases even when 
using force-choice tasks. For example, in 2-AFC, the target 
should appear on the left versus the right (or the top vs. 
the bottom) 50% of the time. Similarly, in more complex 
forced-choice tasks, such as continuous report, the response 
wheel could be randomly rotated on a trial-by-trial basis. In 
addition, before the test, participants could be informed that 
the target will appear equally often in the available spatial 
locations. Finally, it would make sense to examine the data 
after the fact for any evidence of a response bias instead 
of simply assuming that no such bias was present (e.g., in 
2-AFC, checking to see if approximately half the responses 
were made to the left and half to the right), and only consid-
ering the task a valid measure of memory if such response 
biases are minimal.

Correct measurement: How to construct 
and evaluate empirical ROC curves

Rather than using forced-choice, another possibility for 
assessing memory with minimal theoretical baggage is to 
try to assess the full distribution of memory signals for both 
previously seen and previously unseen items (rather than 
relying on assumptions about these distributions as in old/
new) using receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis. 
This is the method that has generally been preferred by the 
senior author and his lab (e.g., Wixted & Mickes, 2018). 
ROC analysis provides two potential benefits. First, the 
area under the ROC curve is a theoretically neutral measure 
of memory performance in the same way as forced-choice 
performance is (e.g., Wixted & Mickes, 2018). Second, for 
those wishing to build theories of memory performance, 
rather than simply assess it, ROCs provide more useful data 

than forced-choice. For example, given an ROC, you can 
estimate theory-driven metrics like d′ far more accurately 
than from a single set of hit and false alarm rates. You can 
also estimate measures of memory strength using other mod-
els, which are based on more sophisticated theories about 
how memory-based decisions are made (like da, e.g., Mickes 
et al., 2007; Goshen-Gottstein, 2019). Of course, ROCs also 
allow probing memory for a single item at a time (e.g., Is 
this item old or new? How sure are you?) – which, in real-
world situations, is the more realistic way memory is probed 
(e.g., eyewitness memory line-ups can be “rejected,” and are 
thus inherently old/new, not forced-choice).

Computing ROCs also comes with practical benefits as 
compared to a binary old/new task. In computing d′ in a 
binary old/new task, sometimes participants will be a ceil-
ing or floor. You can use a correction if you have hit or false 
alarm rates at ceiling or floor (Macmillan & Creelman, 
2004). However, if you have to use this correction too often 
(e.g., more than 15% of the time), then it is a sign that you 
did not have a sufficient number of trials in your experiment. 
This issue does not arise almost ever when using ROCs to 
compute d′ or other similar measures, another reason to pre-
fer ROC analysis.

As we saw above, if we could directly “read-out” partici-
pants' memory strength, ROC curves provide a straightfor-
ward way to analyze them. However, there are (at least) three 
issues that arise when actually trying to work with ROCs 
rather than discussing their theoretical properties: the first 
relates to how to best construct ROC curves in psychologi-
cal studies (how does one “read-out” memory strength?); 
the second is that proper aggregation across trials and sub-
jects can be more difficult than expected; and the third is the 
question of how to reduce an ROC to a single measure of 
memory performance. We take these on next.

Methods for constructing ROCs

The intuition behind ROC analysis is straightforward: we 
want to somehow get access to additional information about 
latent memory strength, beyond what is available in old/new. 
However, it is important to note that it is ROC analysis per 
se, not the mere addition of more information about mem-
ory strength on its own, that ensures we are isolating latent 
memory strength from response bias. This is because the 
ROC technique directly addresses the counterfactual ques-
tion at issue in memory research: what the hit rate would be 
if we changed the false alarm rate.

By contrast, many researchers have the intuitive sense that 
collecting more than just a binary old/new judgment may be 
important, and thus end up collecting some additional data 
about latent memory strength, but this does not always result 
in more clarity about latent memory signals. For example, a 
well-known method of collecting richer data, the “behavioral 
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pattern separation” paradigm, in which participants must 
classify individual test items as old, similar or new, rather 
than just old/new (Borota et al., 2014; Stark et al., 2013; 
Toner et al., 2009; Yassa & Stark, 2011) does not solve the 
major counterfactual problem that is at the core of old/new 
memory measurement. “Similar” responses may add to our 
knowledge of latent memory strength, but they provide infor-
mation about a different dimension of memory compared to 
the old/new task. The relevant dimension of memory used to 
make a decision in a recognition memory task is determined 
by the question posed to the participant (“Is this item old or 
new?” “Is this item similar to a target from the list or not?” 
“Was this item presented in Source A or Source B?,” Wixted 
& Mickes, 2010). As described in detail below, a separate 
ROC can be constructed for each question by sweeping a 
decision criterion across the corresponding dimension using, 
for example, confidence ratings (e.g., on a 1–6 scale, 1 = 
“Sure Not Similar” and 6 = “Sure Similar”). Thus, because 
typical “behavioral pattern separation’ paradigms mix dimen-
sions (the old-new dimension and the similar-not-similar 
dimension), they fail to separate the memory signal strength 
along a given dimension from response criteria placed along 
that same dimension (Loiotile & Courtney, 2015). Therefore, 
they do not directly address the question of how hits relate to 
false alarms along any one dimension of memory, as an ROC 
analysis does. A similar concern has been raised about the 
popular “remember/know” distinction, which is that it con-
flates memory strength and confidence in an old/new deci-
sion based on one dimension of memory involving multiple 
components (such as a combination of item and contextual 
information, or a combination of recollection and familiar-
ity) with another Remember-Know dimension of memory 
defined only by knowledge of contextual details (Wixted & 
Mickes, 2010). Thus, it is critical not just to collect more data 
about latent memory strength or item “precision’ (i.e., Awh 
et al., 2007). Instead, to correctly separate memory strength 
from response bias, the data must be collected and analyzed 
according to the principles of ROC analysis.

How does one construct an ROC? The two main ways 
of constructing ROCs are by asking participants to report 
their memory strength (e.g., reporting how confident they 
are that an item is old), or by using external manipulations to 
try to shift their response criterion (e.g., manipulating how 
often items tend to be old vs. new, or rewarding participants 
differentially for being more or less conservative). Both are 
ways to attempt to learn more about the latent distribution 
of memory strengths along a dimension established by the 
question posed to the participant (e.g., “Is this item old or 
new?”). Of course, both methods provide imperfect meas-
ures of these latent distributions, but they reveal far more 
than a simple old/new test.

Using confidence reports is as straightforward as ask-
ing participants to report their memory decision on an, 

e.g., 6-point scale (sure it was old <-> sure it was new) 
rather than a 2-point scale (old <-> new). Thus, confidence 
reports are simple to collect with naive participants, require 
fewer observations than direct manipulations of response 
bias (Wickens, 2001), and are straightforward to turn into 
empirical ROCs by simply treating confidence as indices of 
memory strength and performing the analyses seen above. 
To the latter point, confidence tends to strongly track prop-
erly computed performance metrics, as would be expected 
if it tracked the strength of the underlying memory signal 
(e.g., Mickes et al., 2007; Mickes et al., 2011). However, 
some researchers have argued that confidence judgments 
may yield a distorted measure of latent memory strength, 
and while this is of course possible in theory, it is important 
to ask about the plausibility of the role of such distortions in 
empirical data. For instance, Malmberg (2002) speculated 
people may sometimes report that they are unsure that the 
old item is old, even if they are extremely sure the old item 
is old; or, conversely, people may sometimes report that 
they are extremely sure an old item is old, even if they are 
not sure an old item is old. Clearly, these types of “noisy” 
response policies could distort measures of the underlying 
memory distribution. However, evidence generally supports 
the idea that confidence data are quite meaningful; attempts 
to empirically test whether such noisy responses, rather than 
noisy latent signals, could underlie confidence have gener-
ally provided strong evidence against the view that this is a 
major factor (e.g., Williams et al., 2021; Delay & Wixted, 
2021). For example, working memory data show that peo-
ple have direct access to their own memory strength and 
use their own assessments of how strong their memories 
are nearly optimally (e.g., Fougnie et al., 2012), and peo-
ple never report anything other than the highest and lowest 
confidence when memory is strong (e.g., set size 1 working 
memory) but frequently do so when memory is weak (e.g., 
set size 6 working memory), arguing against straightforward 
“confidence is simply noisy” accounts (e.g., Williams et al., 
2021). Note that the use of “confidence” in such reports 
does not necessarily suggest that people have a form of 
“meta-” memory per se. At least through the lens of signal 
detection theory, confidence reports in such studies are con-
ceived of as simply and directly reflecting the strength of 
the very signal elicited by the probe stimulus (e.g., using a 
6-point scale instead of a 2-point scale), which people use 
to make the old/new decision in the first place (for theories 
regarding how to measure meta-memory judgments within 
the signal detection theory framework, see Galvin et al., 
2003). In this view, there is only a quantitative difference, 
not a qualitative difference, between asking for responses 
on the 2-point scale used in many studies (old/new), which 
are not seen as subjective and noisy, and responses on a 
6-point scale (sure old<->sure new), which sometimes are 
seen in such a way.
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Independent of confidence, another way to measure the 
distribution of latent memory strengths for genuinely old and 
genuinely new items is to convince participants to change 
their own response criteria in different blocks of trials. 
Manipulating base rates or reward is a common way to do 
this, but it can be difficult to implement in practice because 
it requires that subjects are sensitive to these manipulations 
and can change their own criteria accordingly (Cox & Dob-
bins, 2011). When base rate manipulations are employed, 
researchers change – across experimental blocks – the pro-
portion of trials on which an old item is shown, thus chang-
ing people’s expectations about the probability that an item 
is old or new on a given trial. Similarly, in studies where 
rewards are used to manipulate bias, researchers vary the 
payoff structure (e.g., paying participants more if they cor-
rectly identify an old item as being old than if they correctly 
identify a new item as being new) across blocks to bias par-
ticipants towards making a specific response (e.g., old vs. 
new). Thus, in both types of studies, on different trials we 
either encourage participants to respond “old” only when 
they are very sure it is old, or we encourage participants 
to respond “old” even if they have just an inkling that is 
“old.” From these blocked manipulations we can infer the 
entire distribution of memory strengths for genuinely old 
and new items. As mentioned, these manipulations are only 
useful if participants are sensitive to them, and only if they 
actually move response bias enough to give you diagnos-
tic, high-resolution data about the shape of the ROC (e.g., 
Robinson et al., 2022). Manipulations of response bias, of 
course, also rest on the potentially problematic assumption 
of selective influence (Van Zandt, 2000): that is, the idea that 
these manipulations selectively affect response bias without 
affecting people’s accuracy on the memory task, and that 
people maintain a fixed criterion throughout an entire block 
of such trials. Finally, because manipulating response bias 
requires training participants, such tasks naturally require a 
larger number of trials than ROC studies with confidence.

Overall, however, despite potential limitations of both 
methods, there is evidence that they may both yield similar 
results (e.g., Williams et al., 2021 show this for the case of 
visual working memory) – although this outcome hinges 
on the diagnosticity of the data (e.g., Dube, Rotello, & 
Heit, 2011). For instance, if researchers collect data using 
a base rate manipulation, but participants are insensitive 
to this manipulation and, in the extreme case, all points 
cluster around a single value, the ROC function will be no 
more diagnostic than data collected from an old/new task. 
Therefore, at a minimum, researchers should always plot 
and check that points in the empirical ROC function do not 
cluster in this way. Important in the current context is that, 
in principle, these methods may both provide a useful win-
dow into the latent memory strength distributions, which is 
what must be assessed to determine who has better memory 

or which condition led to better memory performance, and 
both allow for ROC analysis. Given the fact that confidence 
judgments can be easily administered to naive subjects and 
require fewer observations – coupled with compelling evi-
dence that confidence tracks memory strength well – we 
strongly promote the use of confidence-based measures, 
which can be straightforwardly analyzed as described above.

Finally, we overview a few alternative methods for con-
structing ROCs, which may be useful for researchers who 
seek to understand the processes that people use when read-
ing out their memory strengths in ROC tasks. In particular, 
it is possible to use reaction time and neural measures as 
a window into the latent memory strength distribution, in 
addition to or instead of confidence and/or bias manipu-
lation. More precisely, some researchers use recognition 
memory tasks that emphasize both accuracy and speed of 
responding, and include reaction times in their analysis of 
ROCs (e.g., Ratcliff & Starns, 2009). This approach couples 
ROC analysis with diffusion modeling and permits research-
ers to quantify how evidence accumulates towards each deci-
sion criterion. The second approach involves using neural 
data to construct ROCs (e.g., Weidemann & Kahana, 2016; 
2019). For instance, Weidemann and Kahana (2019) used 
EEG and multivariate classifiers to quantify how neural evi-
dence for recognition-based memory decisions accumulates 
over time. These researchers found that ROCs obtained from 
temporal fluctuations in neural data covaried with ROCs 
obtained from confidence data. Both the use of reaction 
times and neural data may provide a richer characterization 
of the architecture and dynamics of recognition memory, and 
help link them to other (e.g., neural) processes. However, 
if researchers’ goal is to simply compare levels of memory 
sensitivity across experimental conditions and individuals, 
we promote the standard method for collecting ROCs by 
measuring hits and false alarm rates at the level of behavio-
ral responses with no time pressure.

Aggregation

Working with ROCs requires thinking in a non-linear way 
because as we have seen, empirical ROCs tend to be curvi-
linear. One consequence of this nonlinearity is that it can 
lead to aggregation artifacts. For instance, if people differ 
in their confidence criteria (e.g., how they map memory 
strength to confidence), then the average of points taken 
from two participants can yield a lower ROC curve and a 
correspondingly lower estimate of A′ or d′ than you would 
obtain from plotting out the ROC curves separately. For 
illustration, imagine that you administer a 4-point confi-
dence scale to people who we will call Tim-1 and Tim-2. 
Note that Tim-1 and Tim-2 each have the same underlying 
distribution of memory signals (i.e., the data in each table 
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is the same), however, they map their memory states to the 
confidence scale differently. Tim-1 uses confidence level 1 
a lot:

By contrast, Tim-2 uses confidence level 4 a lot:

Now if we take their data and plot two separate ROCs 
– shown below – we see that, indeed, they overlap as expected, 
and both make up part of the overall Tim-ROC we saw above 
(Fig. 4). However, if we average the two, computing a hit rate 
and false alarm rate for confidence level 1, another for confi-
dence level 2, etc., this group average ROC is actually lower 
than both the component ROCs as shown in Fig. 8.

Unfortunately, this means the average ROC is actually 
lower than the true performance; this is true regardless 
of the metric you use to measure performance from the 
ROC. Formally, this result follows from Jensen’s inequal-
ity for concave functions (like ROCs), which entails that a 
randomly selected individual's performance should exceed 
that of the average (e.g., Kuczma, 2009). This is by no 
means a unique problem for ROC analysis: similar aggre-
gation issues arise when calculating other measures, like 
A′ or d′, that are non-linear transforms of hits and false 
alarms, and in many other contexts as well (e.g., Estes, 
1956; Estes & Maddox, 2005). However, such heterogene-
ity can result in an average score that is unrepresentative of 
the data in terms of performance, and should be taken into 
account for ROCs, just as it should be taken into account 
in other contexts, like when using A′ or d′ on binary old/
new data.

In the case of data where all of the variability is at 
the level of individual subjects, one way to take this into 
account is to compute subject-specific ROCs. Indeed, the 
individual-subject approach is frequently recommended for 
many kinds of quantitative analyses of data (e.g., Cohen 
et al., 2008; Estes, 1956; Estes & Maddox, 2005). However, 
response criterion variability can also potentially differ 
between conditions, and even within conditions, if response 
criteria shift or vary over time more in one condition than 
another. In most cases, this seems unlikely, but it is an 
issue that can potentially arise in ROC analysis and may 
be a reason to prefer forced-choice instead, if modeling 
latent memory signals per se is not of interest. Such aver-
aging artifacts can be dealt with to some extent by using 
more sophisticated modeling approaches, such as hierarchi-
cal Bayesian measurement models (Rouder et al., 2017). 
However, such approaches are still imperfect, as there can 
be heterogeneity caused by factors we are unaware of or 
not explicitly manipulating, even when matching items and 
participants (e.g., drift over the course of the experiment).

Importantly, ROC analysis done at the level of a single 
participant clearly provides more information about the rel-
evant distribution of memory signals than a single hit and 
false alarm rate – and as noted, aggregation issues arise just 
as much when calculating non-linear measures like d′ to sin-
gle hit and false alarm rates, and, therefore, are not unique 
to ROCs. However, despite being a problem common to 
many measures, they are important to keep in mind when 
using ROCs. We also emphasize that, while aggregation may 
result in an underestimation of the true level of performance 
in each of two conditions being compared, it is unlikely to 
reverse the conclusion about which condition yields higher 
discriminability (whereas using the wrong measure, such as 
the diagnosticity ratio, can easily do so).

Fig. 8  Tim-1 and Tim-2 have the same exact underlying distribu-
tion of memory strengths, and thus the exact same receiver operating 
characteristic curve (ROC) (i.e., orange and pink make up two halves 
of the same ROC). But they have very different response criteria: one 
being very conservative (in orange), and one very liberal (in pink). 
Unfortunately, averaging their ROC points – the average hit rate and 
false alarm rate across both subjects for confidence ≥1, ≥2, etc. – 
results in a lower ROC than either of their actual ROCs (the black 
curve). This is a general difficulty with ROCs, that the average is not 
necessarily representative of the performance of individuals, and in 
particular, conditions with more heterogeneous response criteria will 
appear to have lower ROCs in the average
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Getting single measures from ROC curves

How do you quantify memory performance with a single 
number when using ROC analysis? As noted, area under the 
curve (AUC) is a theoretically neutral measure of an ROC, 
effectively equivalent to forced-choice performance (Green, 
2020), that can be used without subscribing to a particular 
model of memory (e.g., signal detection). However, there 
are potential concerns that researchers should be aware of 
when using AUC (Wixted & Mickes, 2018). For example, 
in practice, researchers may be forced to make some para-
metric assumptions in order to extrapolate the ROC curve, 
if ROCs in different conditions cover different ranges. Of 
course, researchers can assess whether their results are 
robust across different parametric assumptions. They may 
also opt to calculate the partial area under the curve, instead 
of the full area under the curve, to avoid extrapolation. In 
some conditions, partial area may be the most relevant meas-
ure of interest, without extrapolation. For example, in the 
study of eyewitness memory, researchers may need to calcu-
late the partial area under the curve because participants are 
instructed to identify an old object (guilty suspect) amongst 
a set of fillers or to reject the lineup (in this sense, some 
eyewitness tasks combine both elements of recognition and  
m-AFC memory tasks). In such tasks, researchers must work 
with truncated ROCs, however, the height of the ROC at 
high false alarm rates is of little interest, because practically 
speaking, only low false alarm rate procedures would ever 
be used (Wixted & Mickes, 2018).

Finally, we note that ROCs allow scientists to not just 
measure memory but try to understand the basis of memory 
decisions. Thus, many researchers will choose to embrace a 
specific theoretical framework, such as signal detection theory 
(e.g., Wixted, 2020), in understanding ROC data and con-
verting ROC data to a single measure of memory strength. 
For example, memory researchers can measure memory by 
fitting models to a participant’s empirical ROC curve and 
estimating parameters or calculate metrics that reflect a par-
ticipant’s sensitivity, such as da, the equivalent measure of d′ 
for unequal variance signal detection models (which can only 
be measured with a full ROC). This approach is undoubt-
edly better than relying on a single point to extrapolate the 
full ROC function, and even fitting measures like d′ or K is 
done more accurately with a full ROC. For instance, when 
we fit an equal variance signal detection model to Tim’s and 
John’s full empirical ROCs, rather than just a single point, 
to recover d′, we correctly recover a higher d′ for Tim than 
John (1.70 and 1.07, respectively). Thus, even if all we wish 
is to calculate the same metrics we use in old/new (i.e., K, d′, 
A′), ROC analysis provides a major improvement on old/new 
precisely because it allows researchers to assess performance 
across levels of response bias. It is, of course, still critical 
for researchers who adopt a specific theory to justify their 

choice of model (e.g., via model comparison), just as they 
should when analyzing old/new data, and to be cognizant of 
how their modeling approach can affect their measurement 
of memory. For example, the MATLAB ROC toolbox (Koen 
et al., 2017) could be used for fitting theoretically informed 
models to ROCs and doing model comparison, or simply 
to visualize that the measure of interest actually capture the 
shape of the data adequately.

How to measure memory more accurately: 
Overall recommendations

The best measurement approach will ultimately depend on 
the researcher’s goal; however, we make two major recom-
mendations for improving measurement practices. First, 
forced-choice tasks provide an unequivocally better way to 
measure memory than old/new tasks. Forced-choice has the 
same benefits as ROC analysis for those solely interested 
in which conditions or participants have the best overall 
memory performance, and it is simpler to implement and 
analyze data from such tasks. Thus, for those researchers 
who are interested in purely assessing memory performance 
and how it varies across conditions, stimuli or individuals, 
we strongly recommend forced-choice tasks like 2-AFC, 
where both an old and new item are presented on each trial 
in a counterbalanced spatial location and participants must 
indicate which is old. In fact, if there is one overarching 
recommendation emerging from our inquiry into the meas-
urement of memory, it is this: use 2-AFC whenever possible.

ROC analysis is also unequivocally a better method than 
old/new tasks for measuring memory performance, and it 
has unique advantages despite also being more complex 
than 2-AFC. For example, ROC analysis provides a way 
of assessing the entire distribution of a subject’s memory 
signals (often useful in testing theories of where the under-
lying signals come from), and thus is a considerably more 
accurate method for isolating memory discriminability from 
response bias than metrics based on old/new data alone. 
It provides major additional clarity on what old/new can 
only reason about as a counterfactual: which participants 
and conditions have the highest hit rate when false alarm 
rates are matched, and ultimately which have the strongest 
memories.

Although both methods have some assumptions and 
potential pitfalls, they rely on relatively non-overlapping 
assumptions. Thus, hyper-scrupulous researchers who want 
to be 100% certain an effect is due to a difference in memory 
strength per se (e.g., because it is being used to make policy 
recommendations) could ensure they obtain the same results 
with both ROC analysis and forced-choice tasks, which 
would allay any worries that the experimental results are 
artifacts of the methods employed.
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What theory‑based measures are best for default 
analysis?

Throughout this paper, we have argued that more careful 
measurement is needed, regardless of what theory of mem-
ory people subscribe to. That said, many situations call for 
theoretically informed measures – for example, when faced 
with old/new data with no confidence, or when wishing to 
interpret the magnitude of a difference in performance in 
forced-choice. What should be the preferred theory of mem-
ory in such cases? We believe the evidence shows that when 
all else is equal (i.e., where researchers do not have strong 
evidence for an alternative view being more appropriate), 
the default for memory research should be signal detection-
based measures (like da and d′).

Why signal detection theory? By default, researchers 
in many subfields of memory tend to intuitively compute 
measures of memory that treat memory as extremely discrete 
(i.e., threshold models, which assume memories are simply 
present or absent), simply because we are likely all used 
to thinking in a discrete, all-or-none way (Wixted, 2020). 
However, in the case of memory, there is significant evi-
dence that favors the idea that memories vary in strength 
– and that this is true for both items you genuinely have seen 
before and ones you genuinely have not (e.g., Kellen et al., 
2021; Wixted, 2007). Such variation in the strength evoked 
by genuinely old and genuinely new items is the core claim 
of signal detection theory.

Consider Fig. 9, which shows two previously seen cartoon 
people and two never-before-seen “real” people. If you had 
to say which cartoon person you were most confident you 
had seen before, signal detection theory says this is clearly 

a question you can answer: that is, having seen the image 
of “Tim” many times in the paper, but the image of “John” 
only once, your memory for the Tim image is stronger than 
your memory for the John image, and so you should be both 
more confident in your assessment that the Tim image is old 
and more likely to correctly identify it as old. By contrast, 
this same intuition is difficult to instantiate in threshold theo-
ries, where Tim and John must both either be in or out of 
memory, but memories cannot vary in strength.

What about the opposite – the two images you have never 
seen before? Both of the images on the left side of Fig. 9 
were generated from StyleGAN (Karras et al., 2020), a deep 
network that can “imagine” images of people who do not 
exist. Neither is an image of an actual person, and so we are 
quite sure you have never seen either before. But if forced to 
choose, which would you say feels more familiar, evoking 
a stronger memory signal? We suspect most people would 
say the right person evokes a stronger memory signal – and 
they would be quite confident in that assessment, and more 
likely to falsely claim they had previously seen this image 
before (even though this is impossible). In this case, this 
happens because this image happens to be a doppelganger of 
Barack Obama (Suchow & Peterson, 2019). However, more 
generally, any unseen items may feel more or less familiar to 
particular observers due to many factors, including simply 
because there is noise in both the perceptual and memory 
system.

The core intuition that memories vary in strength for 
both genuinely old and genuinely new item, as well as a 
huge variety of empirical evidence, such as the general 
structure of ROCs and the neural instantiation of memories 
(for a review, see Wixted, 2020) has led to signal detection 

Fig. 9  Signal detection simply instantiates the idea that memories vary continuously in strength: both genuinely seen items and genuinely unseen 
items can feel more or less familiar
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theory being a dominant framework for theorizing about 
memory decisions. Thus, when forced to choose a default 
model for memory measurement, signal detection-based 
measures should almost certainly be preferred over those 
based on threshold views or that do not derive from a the-
ory directly. In particular, unequal variance signal detection 
models – where the distribution of memory strengths for 
“previously seen” items varies more than the distribution for 
unseen items – provide a good account of ROC curves and 
many memory scenarios (Wixted & Mickes, 2020), and can 
be used even if the origin of the memory signals used in the 
decision is not unitary (e.g., if people rely on both “famili-
arity’ and “recollection’ to derive a strength for a memory: 
Wixted, 2010). Thus, measures like da, which instantiate 
discriminability in unequal variance signal detection models 
and can be computed from ROCs, are likely to be broadly 
appropriate as theoretically informed measures of memory 
strength. And in forced-choice tasks, which are necessar-
ily “equal variance” because of the way they are designed, 
d′ is likely to be more appropriate than metrics based on 
threshold-based views. In old/new tasks, where da cannot be 
computed, d′ is likely better than the alternatives, even if it 
is almost certainly imperfect. In such scenarios, researchers 
may use hit and false alarm rates and calculate “possible” 
values of da using principled assumptions regarding how 
variance may vary as a function of experimental manipu-
lations and/or individuals (e.g., one could ask if the find-
ings are robust if the seen-items distribution has 1.2 times 
the standard deviation of the unseen-items distribution). If 
results are robust across these assumptions, then research-
ers may report so, whereas otherwise, we suggest that they 
collect data with confidence.

Of course those interested in the full distribution of latent 
memory signals and the underlying memory representa-
tions that give rise to them may prefer other theoretically 
informed models (e.g., dual process models of recognition 
memory, Parks & Yonelinas, 2009; Yonelinas, 1994, 2002; 
or mixture models of working memory; Adam et al., 2017; 
Zhang & Luck, 2008) that reject some or all aspects of sig-
nal detection theory (for related work, see also, e.g., Kellen 
& Klauer, 2015; Province & Rouder, 2012; Rouder et al., 
2008). They may also prefer to model memory as more than 
simply strength and instead think about the actual features 
stored and how they are used (e.g., McClelland & Chappell, 
1998; Shiffrin & Steyvers, 1997). We suggest signal detec-
tion theory measures only as a reasonable default that is 
unlikely to lead you entirely wrong if you are interested in 
measuring memory performance (i.e., most ROCs, even if 
they have a different underlying basis, are well approximated 
by unequal variance signal detection models), not as the only 
way to conceive of memory.

Finally, it is important to note that, while signal detec-
tion theory postulates that memory signals are distributed 

along a single dimension (of memory strength), this does 
not entail that signal detection theory is solely compatible 
with the view that memory is a unidimensional construct. 
That is, signal detection theory describes how people use 
information to make judgments in memory tasks. In particu-
lar, it postulates that information is combined into a unitary 
decision variable when making memory judgments along 
a unitary axis (e.g., when asked to report confidence in an 
item being old or new). Such a view is fully compatible with 
the assumption that memory itself is multidimensional and 
that multiple sources of information from different channels 
are integrated and used to make such memory decisions (for 
extended discussion on this topic, see Wixted & Mickes, 
2010).

General discussion: Remaining issues

In this section we discuss a few remaining issues that pertain 
to best practices in measurement. First, researchers may still 
wonder if it is important to choose between measurements 
if, in practice, even suboptimal measures may sometimes 
lead researchers to the “right” conclusion. For instance, not 
infrequently, various metrics based on old/new tasks and 
ROC analysis will converge. Does this mean that choosing 
between them is a moot point? We have attempted to show 
that the answer is a definitive “no”: choosing between these 
metrics in a principled way is both theoretically and practi-
cally imperative. Throughout this paper we used hypotheti-
cal and real-world examples that demonstrate how different 
measures can lead to drastically different conclusions, as 
well as how choosing between them can have potentially 
large theoretical and practical implications. For instance, 
different measures can lead to qualitatively different con-
clusions regarding how to measure eyewitness memory 
optimally, as well as how individual differences in  visual 
working memory capacity relate to other indices of cognitive 
function. It is true that measures based on different models 
will often be aligned with one another. However, this fact 
does not justify an unprincipled use of metrics within any 
research domain. Even if in some scenarios a suboptimal 
metric leads to the “right” conclusion, this does not warrant 
the sweeping generalization that it will do so across all vari-
ations in experimental procedures and analyses.

A second related concern is whether the alternative meas-
urement approaches we promote, such as AUC or the use of 
forced-choice designs, are truly superior to other commonly 
used old/new metrics, such as those based on threshold mod-
els (K is visual-working memory experiments). For instance, 
as we discussed, the interpretation of ROC data involves 
accepting some auxiliary assumptions regarding how peo-
ple map memory states to confidence judgments. Impor-
tantly, our claim is not that these alternative measures are 
assumption free; collecting and interpreting any measure in 
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psychology involves making auxiliary as well as simplifying 
assumptions, which may be incorrect to some degree. This 
latter point is not specific to the measures we consider – it is 
an inherent problem of quantifying hypothetical, unobserv-
able constructs (e.g., Kellen et al., 2021). Our goal is to iden-
tify and evaluate the hidden assumptions behind mainstream 
metrics in memory research and provide a usable guide for 
researchers to improve on routine measurement practices.

Third, we underscore that the intended scope of our arti-
cle is limited in several ways. First, we do not discuss these 
measurement issues in the context of other research domains, 
such as perception and decision-making, where researchers 
may also seek to separate sensitivity from response bias. It 
is certainly true that the measurement issues we raise apply 
to any attempt to separate sensitivity from response bias. 
We focus on memory research because, as reviewed, these 
measurement issues arise in the study of a wide range of 
topics including research on different memory systems, rela-
tionship between individual differences in memory and other 
indices of cognitive function, and a range of memory phe-
nomena. Therefore, in our view, these issues are extremely 
prominent in the recognition memory domain, as evidenced 
by the number of reviewed papers that use different metrics 
for quantifying memory performance in such tasks.

Likewise, we point out that our paper focuses on a sin-
gle type of memory task, that is, recognition memory tasks, 
change detection tasks and eyewitness line-ups. As noted, 
we focus on recognition memory tasks because they are 
extremely prevalent. It is also the default talk across several 
research domains in working memory and long-term mem-
ory, which permits us to bridge these measurement issues in 
a comprehensive overview. Nevertheless, we acknowledge 
that separate measurement issues arise in the study of recall 
memory. For instance, in free recall tasks researchers must 
postulate theoretical assumptions to determine how to quan-
tify “semantic relatedness’ and assess clustering of related 
items (e.g., Shuell, 1975; Stricker et al., 2002). Likewise, 
researchers must determine whether and how to analyze 
false memory intrusions (as reviewed in Cleary, 2018). 
These measurement questions fall outside of the scope of 
separating sensitivity from response bias, however, they are 
also important for understanding memory processes that go 
beyond the study of memory discrimination (the focus of the 
current article), such as dynamics of retrieval.

Finally, we note that our article serves as a kind of tuto-
rial for the issues that matter when measuring recognition 
memory, but we do not attempt to provide guidance on how 
to interpret measures of memory once these are obtained. 
Notably, recent work by Starns et al. (2019) suggests that 
researchers can vary substantially in how they interpret the 
same results from recognition memory studies, a phenom-
enon coined the inference crisis. This divergence may be 
due in part because researchers vary substantially in their 

auxiliary assumptions, their rankings of which auxiliary 
assumptions are less or more plausible (Strevens, 2020), 
their incentives and understanding of methodology, and 
theory. These authors propose a blinded-inference proce-
dure as one way of dealing with the inference crisis. In this 
procedure researchers are asked to make inferences about 
experimental manipulations rather than (assumed) latent 
variables, as well as to formally communicate their degree of 
certainty in their inferences. We endorse this as a promising 
approach towards improving theorizing in the recognition 
memory domain as well as social sciences more broadly.

Conclusion

We have argued that problematic memory measurement is 
common in recognition memory research, including both 
working memory and long-term memory. People in many 
subfields regularly use tasks and metrics that are known to 
be poor measures of underlying memory strength – and do 
so seemingly without careful, theoretically informed consid-
eration of their decision. We have focused in particular on 
the difficulties of understanding memory using “old/new” 
tasks, but also pointed to the difficulties raised by other 
tasks. Overall, we demonstrate that despite a large literature 
on how to properly measure memory performance, span-
ning decades, it remains common to measure memory incor-
rectly some, or even most, of the time. This has profound 
implications for both theory building and policy making 
because these “mainstream” but problematic measurement 
approaches can lead to qualitatively incorrect conclusions 
regarding how experimental manipulations affect memory 
and how memory varies as a function of individual dif-
ferences like intelligence. We explained how measuring 
memory accurately requires a comparison between items 
that have genuinely been seen and ones that have not, and 
making such comparisons accurately requires knowledge of 
the full underlying, latent distribution of memory signals. 
This means simply asking someone whether they recognize 
something – as in “old/new” or “change detection” tasks 
– cannot be used to accurately measure memory, despite the 
fact that these are some of the most prominent tasks in the 
memory literature.

In our view, this is something of a “crisis” of measure-
ment: Even though psychology is designed to be a cumulative 
science, memory researchers routinely employ measures that 
either do not measure the latent variables they set out to study, 
or do so only under certain, unusual conditions, which they do 
not check for. Although similar points have been repeatedly 
raised about memory research in the past (e.g., Snodgrass & 
Corwin, 1988; Rotello, Heit, & Dube, 2015; Wixted & Mickes, 
2018) the continued prevalence of the old/new task in mem-
ory research indicates that scientists are generally unaware of 
this fundamental problem in measurement or do not take it 
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seriously. The cumulative result of this research practice is that 
entire literatures report measures that likely fail to adequately 
capture the actual strength of memory (e.g., diagnosticity ratio, 
Mickes et al., 2014; K values: Williams et al., 2021). The gen-
eral problem of developing rigorous measurement tools for 
theory building in the social sciences has been pointed out 
many times before (Eronen & Bringmann, 2021; Flake & 
Fried, 2020; Guest & Martin, 2021; Kellen, Davis-Stober, 
Dunn, & Kalish, 2021; Luce & Krumhansl, 1988; Meehl, 1967; 
Oberauer & Lewandowsky, 2019; Rotello et al., 2015; Regen-
wetter & Robinson, 2017; Scheel et al., 2021), yet it remains a 
pernicious issue across all domains of memory research.

Thus, we suggest that in order for the psychology and neurosci-
ence of memory to become a cumulative, theory-driven science, 
much more attention should be given to measurement issues. 
For everyday memory research interested in overall memory 
performance, we make a particularly concrete suggestion: that 
the default memory task should change from old/new (“is this 
item ‘old’ or ‘new’?”) to two-alternative forced-choice (“which 
of these two items is old?”). We also provided pointers for how 
to implement ROC analysis where appropriate, such as when the 
distribution of latent memory signals or the underlying nature of 
memory representations that gives rise to such memory signals 
is of interest. Finally, we suggest that signal detection theory is 
a useful default theory for memory research, and should be pre-
ferred unless there is a theoretically informed reason to suppose a 
different way of analysis is more appropriate in a given situation.
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